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ASIA CONTAINER
SHORTAGE WORSENS
JOC November 4, 2020

The inability of carriers to guarantee equipment in effect negates the
purpose of the premium service. Freight forwarders say that container
shortages at Asian ports are so severe that carriers with premium transPacific services are sometimes unable to guarantee customers' equipment
will be available at the Asian load ports they serve.
The container shortages are so acute, particularly at the Chinese ports of
Xiamen, Ningbo, and Shanghai, that some vessels are leaving Asia without
full loads because there is not enough equipment to be found, non-vesseloperating common carriers (NVOs) told JOC.com.
US imports from China moving through the ports of Los Angeles and Long
Beach have been exceptionally strong since late June when the economy
began to reopen from initial COVID-19 lockdowns. “There are literally not
enough containers to fill their vessels,” said Jon Monroe, who serves as a
consultant to NVOs.
“Overall, equipment is a huge issue, but the real issue now is getting
space,” said Phil Tran, director of international services/North America at
APL Logistics.
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US IMPORTERS FACE SEVERAL
BARRIERS AT ASIAN LOAD PORTS
JOC November 4, 2020

Alan Baer, president of OL-USA, a forwarder and NVO, likened the current booking
process to a series of hurdles NVOs or retailers have to face as the container shortages in
Asia continue unabated. First, there is a “six-foot barrier” in securing a booking. Once the
booking is made, the customer has to jump a “four-foot hurdle” to get a container for the
shipment. If the booking is made and the container is secured, there’s a final “two-foot
barrier” to get the container loaded onto the ship, Baer said.
Since the surge in US imports from Asia began in late June, Monroe has been urging
shippers to book two or three weeks in advance, but says shippers are still getting shut
out regularly. Some have tried to book space on premium services four to five weeks in
advance, but carriers won’t let them book that far ahead, he said.
A spokesperson for a carrier with a premium service, who asked not to be identified, said
carriers have tried everything at their disposal to return empty containers from the US to
Asia. Those measures include reducing free storage time at warehouses in the US,
denying export bookings to quickly turn the containers and get the empties back to Asia,
and repositioning empty containers to Asia from other trade lanes.
“All options are exhausted,” the spokesperson said

DIGITAL SEAS: HOW COVID-19 COULD
CHANGE THE FACE OF FREIGHT
SHIPPING
Ship Technology October 26, 2020

Covid-19 isn’t the only challenge the industry has been facing. The looming
introduction of the International Maritime Organization’s 2020 regulations capping
marine fuel sulphur content and the US-China trade dispute made 2019 a particularly
challenging year too. All of this with the backdrop of requirements for the sector to
decarbonise. Before Covid-19, digitisation was increasingly being talked about as an
important aspect of modernising the sector. Unsurprisingly, the pandemic has proven
to be a driver, hastening that change.
Firms can no longer depend on emails and spreadsheets that are saved locally and
traded, or on keeping old outdated systems that cannot support interconnectivity and
data exchange. Many see the migration to digital systems as critical to addressing the
other issue that has been stalking the industry for some years now. Shifting from
analogue, manual processes will likely support efforts to reduce emissions and
ultimately lead to carbon neutrality. Industry spectators have spoken of the benefits
technological innovations will bring, such as cutting costs, reducing risk, delivering
efficiencies and introducing transparency.
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TECH TIME
Gnosis Monthy Tech Updates

U.S. CUSTOMS &
BORDER PROTECTION PARTNERSHIP
United States Customs and Border Protection’s Office of
International Trade has deemed Gnosis Companies eligible to
provide data processing services to the trade community for the
Automated Broker Interface (ABI). Gnosis is one of only 65
companies with this capability.

NEW PLATFORM FEATURES
Smart Forecasting
Customized Alarm System
Improved Customs Milestones
Domestic Delivery Map and Updated ETA
Billing Management
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Where You Can Find ASF Global

High Point Spring Market
April 17th-21st

874 Walt Miller Street, Suite 100
Mount Pleasant SC 29464
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